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asked Feb 19 at 14:38

jusplainjim

401 ● 12

2 Answers:

4

link answered Feb 20 at 20:21

Trying again:)

Along with other parameters I'm looking for volatility in stocks to trade. Is there a way to use the stockcharts

workbench to include an Average True Range parameter? This could be either a $ or %.

scan-workbench  atr

Here's some suggestions if you have access to Advanced scan workbench:

and [ATR(10) > SMA (10,ATR(10))]

and [ATR(10) > SMA (10,ATR(10)) * 1.10]

and [ATR(10) > SMA (10,ATR(10)) *.90]

and [ATR(10) >1 day ago MAX (10,ATR(10))]

Hope it helps.

1

(Febekwong

Let me apologize again for closing your question prematurely. Since you are asking for this question a second tim

be more specific into what you are looking for? Otherwise the answer is, yes it is possible to do it, more so with t

value than with the percentage.

(Febjusplainjim

No need to apologize. I will try to make the question clearer. First I will try LorRoy's suggestion. Jim
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LouRoy

201 ● 5

2

link answered Feb 19 at 17:02

markd

4.9k ● 2● 14

edited Feb 19 at 17:05

Login/Signup to Post Your Answer

If you have access to Advanced scan workbench, look in the "Scan builder" section of the page, under the T

Indicators drop down. They are grouped by similar types of indicators. ATR is pretty far down, in the "RSI" g

On the Standard workbench, it's under "Additional Technical Expressions", in the Indicators, etc. drop down

3/4s of the way down.

Your answer
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(Febjusplainjim

Thanks LouRoy - I'll give it a try. Jim

(Febekwong

@jusplainjim: Don't try all of them at once. LouRoy is throwing a bunch of options you could add to your scan, w

knowing specifically what you are looking for.

(Febmarkd

I just saw AT already answered this on the first thread. He gets the points if you like his answer.
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